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The Internet is a valuable but vast source of knowledge, providing more information than we
can consume for any topic. AI systems that can engage with end user needs using natural language
and convey key points in the form of smaller digestible pieces are going to be invaluable. We have
already made great strides in this direction in recent years, owing to breakthroughs like pre-trained
language models such as GPT-3. At the same time, successes in this area are greatly overestimated
due to outdated evaluation tools that ignore critical failure modes.

When we ask a large language model for information (e.g. What are herbivores?), it has a lot
of flexibility in how that information is presented. For example, it may output “animals that only
eat plants,” or “animals whose primary food source is plant-based.” This makes evaluation here
significantly more challenging compared to classification problems with a pre-defined label space.
Not only do evaluation tools need to recognize that both outputs are semantically equivalent and
correct, they also need to penalize seemingly innocuous changes like “animals that can eat plants,”
as well as account for numerous other phenomena. Standard metrics rely on superficial surface
cues and struggle with this. One direction of my research (Figure 1b) builds evaluation models that
can operate over such tricky cases and render judgment for important aspects like factuality and
coherence of generated text [1, 2, 3]. We design our
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Figure 1: Overall research vision

model outputs to be understandable by humans; er-
rors are localized to sub-parts of the generated text
instead of a single uninformative judgment for the
whole text.

The other challenge is ensuring generation mod-
els themselves output higher quality outputs. A ba-
sic requirement here is training data that exactly re-
flects our goals for models to emulate. But human annotation for generation is expensive and auto-
matically collected data can be noisy and encourage the very behaviors we want to avoid, e.g. bias.
The second direction of my work develops training techniques that can disambiguate between good
and noisy signals [2, 4, 5] in existing data and only learn to emphasize the former (Figure 1a).
Overall, my work provides different options of easily adaptable modifications to standard training
pipelines that help learn better generation distributions.

Beyond explicit generation tasks, there has been a recent shift towards using natural language
generation as an integral component of other research pipelines such as reasoning. Despite using
stronger models like GPT-3, these retain flavors of the same errors we see in typical generation
models. I am excited to continue my research on detecting and fixing generation errors in these
other domains.

Localizing errors for better evaluation

Generation models can exhibit different types of failures, even for relatively constrained problems
like summarization, with varying degrees of consequences. The most critical ones, however, are
those where the model generates text that is non-factual, i.e. unsupported or contradictory to the
given input. Foremost, we need evaluation tools to detect these errors before we can safely deploy
models.

First, how is model-generated text usually evaluated? The traditional way is to measure overall
“quality” using word overlap against a gold standard. Although clearly limited (e.g. it ignores
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all surrounding context), such metrics are still commonly preferred as their outputs are intuitively
understandable. On the other extreme are neural approaches that use distributed representations to
render an overall judgment for the whole text, usually targeting specific dimensions like factuality.
These can, principally, handle a more complex set of linguistic phenomena but are uninterpretable.
Ideally, we want an evaluation system that strikes a balance between these two designs.

A Chicago woman lost her luggage.
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Input. A woman travelling to Chicago 
lost her luggage in the flight.

Figure 2: Error localization w/ DAE

Our factual error detection model for conditional gen-
eration, called dependency arc entailment (DAE), fol-
lows this principle [1, 2]. DAE decomposes the overall
error detection task into smaller entailment tasks that pre-
dict whether individual word relationships are entailed
by the input (Figure 2). This set of word relationships
we evaluate over is informed by the syntactic structure,
specifically dependency parse, of the generated text. We
fine-tune a strong pre-trained model to predict the arc-
level factuality. Our modeling combines the strengths of the two approaches; we can localize fac-
tual errors to smaller interpretable units (e.g. to the woman → Chicago arc in Figure 2) while also
utilizing state-of-the-art encoder models to extract the best performance. Our DAE model achieved
state-of-the-art results on text summarization and paraphrasing when it was first introduced.

In addition to performance, DAE also stands out as one of the only approaches that explicitly
models and evaluates localization. Our closest competitors are the family of QA-based models that
are specifically designed to localize errors but never tested on this. We addressed this gap in a
recent collaboration [6]; we found that DAE localizes errors significantly better than the strongest
QA-based models across all settings. DAE’s localization has been used in downstream applica-
tions for denoising training data [7], improving training itself [8], and extended to other structural
representations of word relationships [9].

Grounding evaluation in actual model errors

One of the most challenging aspects of our evaluation problem is the constantly evolving error
space. The reason we saw traditional metrics fail is because the error distributions they were de-
signed to target no longer matched those of more recent generation models. Within factuality,
my work [2] was the first to show that this mismatch is responsible for poor model performance
and grounding in observed errors is essential. Unless we target the right errors, we risk spending
valuable resources on meaningless benchmark improvements. My research contributes annotated
datasets [3, 10] and tools [11] to this direction.

Why restore to life? 
Is her father sick?

Excerpt from Generated Summary

Who is Mr. Lorry? 
Who is Mr. Darnay?

Sudden shift in scene

EVENT UNCLEAR

CHARACTER UNCLEAR

SCENE TRANSITION

Miss Manette receives a letter from the bank 
informing her that her father's small property 
has been discovered. She wants to travel to 
France to identify him and restore him to life. 
Mr. Lorry explains that her father has been 
found under another name in Paris.
In court, Mr. Darnay is accused of treason […]

Figure 3: Coherence issues in long narratives

My work on Summary Narrative Co-
herence (SNaC) [3] explicitly demon-
strates this shift in error space when
we move to a more powerful generation
model (GPT-3) and a more challenging do-
main, i.e., long narrative summarization.
Most strikingly, coherence errors, which
did not surface for earlier summaries, have
now emerged as a first-order issue when
summarizing complex narratives (Figure 3). But coherence is a broad term that encompasses a
number of different criterion. To actually understand model limitations and fix them, we require
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a finer-grained understanding of what types of coherence errors models make and how this is im-
pacted by factors like model sizes and specific sub-domains (e.g. screenplay vs book narratives).
With SNaC, we developed a span-level error schema that was grounded in actual narrative summa-
rization errors and released a large annotated dataset that contrasted the error distributions across
different models and domains. As with DAE, we found this fine-grained treatment of errors to be
beneficial during automatic error detection. We show that models trained on SNaC can detect if
a sentence has coherence errors with respect to its context and also pinpoint the spans where the
errors occur. This opens up exciting opportunities for post-hoc error correction that future work
can build on.

Throughout my research, I have worked to steer evaluation towards real system errors. In
more recent collaborative work [10], we re-analyzed available factuality datasets and stratified them
based on error types and models. Our work revealed that much of the improvements in factuality
work in recent years applied to older, obsolete models instead of current ones. In a similar vein, my
research also showed that GPT-3 style models bring yet another paradigm shift in generation and
that we need updated evaluation tools to audit these models going forward [12].

Learning to generate with fewer errors

With access to reliable evaluation, we are now better poised to measure model quality along mean-
ingful axes like factuality and pursue ways to improve it. First, why do models generate poor
quality outputs? This can be attributed to many different reasons (e.g. imperfect training objec-
tives, autoregressive nature of the models, etc.), but the most prominent one is the lack of quality
training data. Because we still need decently sized training datasets and manually curating them
for generation is expensive, they are usually built by automatically scraping any publicly available
task-adjacent data. For example, most summarization datasets are built by combining inputs with
any accompanying summary-like text. But this does not guarantee good summaries that present the
most salient information succinctly and factually. To build useful systems on top of such flawed
datasets, we need ways to separate out the good training signals from the rest and only train on the
former.

One important consideration here is the dataset size after filtering, which can significantly im-
pact model performance. We faced this issue while training summarization models to be more
factual; eliminating non-factual summaries meant reducing the dataset size by more than 50% for
some datasets. In my work, we show that we can sidestep such issues through error localization
[2, 4]. We already know from our evaluation research that most noisy instances are only locally
noisy, i.e., errors are usually restricted to a fraction of words or word relationships. Separately, we
know generation models operate at the token-level. Our core insight is that these two factors can
be effectively combined to remove the training signal from noisy tokens only instead of removing
whole sequences. This works very well in practice. On text summarization, we show that using
DAE to localize errors followed by this loss truncation strategy can improve factuality by more
than 20% [2]. In follow-up work, we showed that we can use token-level loss changes during train-
ing (“training dynamics”) as factuality indicators [4], instead of DAE, allowing us to extend our
technique to domains that do not have high performing error localizers.

I have also done work that equips generation models with controllable knobs to vary output
properties. Our framework for paraphrasing provides syntactic control [13] that we use to improve
downstream data augmentation [1]. With HydraSum [5], we introduced modular generation ar-
chitectures where multiple experts learn mutually-distinct generation strategies. At inference, Hy-
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drasum provides users the flexibility to sample from individual experts or combine them to tailor
outputs to their personal preferences.

Future directions
Building sustainable evaluation frameworks As models continue to evolve, either in terms

of scale, architectures, or the underlying training distributions, their behaviors also change in un-
predictable ways. While their performance on classification can be benchmarked using existing
static test sets, generation evaluation is much trickier as metrics might themselves become obsolete
[12, 14]. Not only do we need ways to dynamically update metrics to reflect current systems and
errors, but also techniques to detect when updates are required. I believe that one way to achieve
both these goals is by incorporating cues from the target models themselves into our evaluation
pipelines. In my previous work [4], I showed that a generation model’s comparisons with its pre-
vious training iterations can provide useful signals about failures modes and ambiguous examples
under its current distribution. Recently, similar ideas were successfully used to improve generation
decoding [15]. Can we design methods that effectively integrate such additional signals into exist-
ing evaluation models? If we ensure that our integration is modular, i.e. can be easily replaced by
updated models, we can develop adaptive evaluation systems that require minimal, if any, manual
interventions.

Aligning generation models to users’ needs The ultimate goal of generation models is to
cater to end users. Despite this, the actual task formulations have been influenced more by easy
availability of data than actual user needs. In preliminary work, I showed that humans do not ac-
tually prefer outputs that emulate the gold standard in text summarization [12]. As our models
progress from research prototypes to user-facing systems, we need to align research goals with ac-
tual application scenarios (“purpose factors”) [16]. This involves actively engaging with end users
during all stages, e.g. during task design to understand how they would use, say, an automatic sum-
marizer (are these intended to be writing assistants or end products, what kind of summaries sup-
port each of these goals), data curation to understand their preference functions (can users provide
training signal instead of automatically procured datasets), and system evaluation. I look forward
to collaborations with HCI researchers and domain-experts to chart a more user-driver research
agenda for generation models.

Beyond unstructured text The strength of large language models can be attributed to the
pre-training on massive amounts of unstructured text. While these handle natural language prompts
quite well, they are not well-equipped to handle other modalities of data, e.g. tables. This has re-
sulted in a clear difference in the model performances on text-to-text tasks and data-to-text tasks, in
stark contrast with humans who are good at interpreting both. The ability to reason over both textual
and structured knowledge is an important requirement for AI evaluators (or writers), e.g. consider
use cases where data records need to be automatically verified (or updated) based on new informa-
tion represented in either format. A common way to use tabular data as inputs to language models
is to linearize it, but that gets rid of the very structure that makes tables excellent choices for stor-
ing knowledge. Instead, can we use the superior generation capabilities of language models to
decompose textual data into atomic facts that can be more readily compared against data tuples in
the table? I am interested in pursuing ways to bridge the gap between these modalities, especially
within the framework of large pre-trained models.
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